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MECHANICS. 

198. Proposed by J. SCHIEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

Three spheres of the same material, radii R, r, S, rest upon a horizon- 
tal plane, touching each other. Find the radius of a sphere of the same 
material as the others which, being placed upon the other three spheres, will 
just prevent the latter from separating, the coefficient of friction between 
the spheres being it, and between the spheres and the table beingit. 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Parsons, W. Va. 

Let x-radius of top sphere center Q, R -radius of bottom sphere 
center P. The forces acting'on the sphere radius R are its own weight W, 
the friction F, the friction F, and the normal reaction between the two 
spheres R. Let nW, be the part of the weight of the sphere radius x sup- 
ported by the sphere radius R. Z DPCG13. 

Now FHC=RDC. F=R -Rtanl,9. 
. 

F=,,R 
or a 

,=tan1,f. 

FY--,-t[ W+nT 1 I=Rsinif-Fcos,3--R(sinfl-tanfl cosPj zIRtanl,3. 

RI[W+nWiI '[-nWJ R R,-' [ft; -n1 ,,. [W+nW1 I. tan-i' 1 

Resolving vertically, n W, -Rcosi9 + Fsin,f. 

..n W, 1- [cosft + tanVf siri[] -R. *' n W, -' W+n W,] 

Let *-density of each sphere .. W--8gx PR3, W1 (g >< ;x3. 

"A.tct D). -Rizx3 x zR3. 

Let m W, be the part of the upper sphere supported by sphere radius 
r, and p W1 the part supported by sphere radius S. Then 

, 'r3 _ 'S3 

But n + +p --1. 

* [RR3 + r3 +S3] 3, and .'.x '[R r3+S3 
** - , =z, and **Z-- t P 

199. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Parsons, W. Va. 

A sphere of water, radius TF0, the earth's radius, is brought together 
by mutual attractions of particles from a state of infinite diffusion. Find its 
temperature owing to the amount of work done by these forces. 
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Solution by W. D. LAMBERT, Washington, D. C. 

Let r be the variable radius of the sphere, while forming; a the final 

radius6.370X491 centimeters; p the density of water=1; k the gravitation 

constant=6.665 xlo0 8dynes; Jthemechanical equivalent of heat-=4.184 x 10l 
ergs for the centigrade gram-calorie. It is a little easier to conceive the 
sphere as pulled asunder against its 6wn attraction, and the amount of work 
will be the same. Suppose the sphere made up of layers, each of thickness 
dr, and that the sphere has been reduced to radius r. The mass of a layer 
is 47p,r2dr. The attraction between this mass and the remaining sphere is 
kxV1,pr 3 X 4-rpr2 dr 

3 P z2 , where x denotes the distance of the layer (supposed to be 
x2 

scattered symmetrically) from the center of the sphere. The work done in 
removing the layer from the surface of the sphere in question to infinity is 

lr,. Ako)2r6drfJ" dxJ k2 4 

The total work done in removing all layers is 

ra 
26- 2 4,A r4drr{1_2.kp2ae. 

0 

Dividing this quantity by the mass and by J we get for the tempera- 

4 kJa . For substances other than water this result should be multiplied by 

the specific heat of the substance. Using the numerical values previously 
given, we get for the temperature 0?.677 centigrade. 

Also solved by G. B. M. Zerr, whose result is 0.656. This difference of result is due to the different values as- 
sumed for the constants entering into the solution. 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

183. Proposed by J. EDWARD SANDERS, Reinersville, Ohio. 

A point within a given triangle is joined to each of the corners. What 
is the average of the sum of the lengths of these three lines? 

I. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Parsons, W. Va. 

Let ABC be the given triangle, P the random point, A the vertex, 
BC the base of the triangle, AD the altitude. Through P draw QR, paral- 
lel to BC cutting AD in F. Let AD=p, BD--e, DC=d, AF-x, FP=y. 
Then AP=j/'[x~' --y2]. The limits of x are 0 and p; of y, -QF=ex/p and 
+FR dx/p. Let M=average length of AP, J-=average length of the sum. 

rp rdxlp [XI y2dxlp 
f 1/ [X2 Iy9dxdy/f f dxdy 

0 -ex/p o ex/p 
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